such that each prime ideal contains at most n minimal prime ideals. A relatively ra-normal lattice is a distributive lattice such that each bounded closed interval is an /¡.-normal lattice. The main results of this paper are: (1) Thus an ideal is a prime ideal if and only if it is a 2-prime ideal. It should also be noted that if 2 < n < m then any //-prime ideal is also an 7/z-prime ideal.
3. Main theorems. Under the name of normal (resp. relatively normal), 1-normal (resp. relatively 1-normal) lattices have been extensively studied by the author in a previous paper [1] . We now extend some of the fundamental results of that paper to the case of any positive integer, n say. (ii) -» (i). By Lemma 2.3, (ii) implies that 0(P) = P , O . . . n Pfe for some /e < n distinct prime ideals P., • • -, P.. Let Q be a minimal prime ideal contained in P. By Lemma 2.1, 0(P) C Q so that P Ç Q for some z (1 < z < k). As 0 is minimal Q = P . and so there are at most k, and hence at most n, minimal prime ideals contained in P. . . -, ra 4-1, ra + 2¡] is not ra-normal since it is isomorphic to B .. Therefore L is not relatively ra-normal.
The only minimal prime ideals in L are ({ra + 3}] and ({0, 1, . . ., ra + 2j]
and they are comaximal. Thus L is l-normal. Q Acknowledgements.
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